
Our growing company is hiring for a senior staff software architect. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for senior staff software architect

Act as a Product Owner or help the engineering & product leadership to
expand high level requirements into actionable epics and stories for the team
Identify best practices and propose approaches to do performance and
efficiency
Aid QA/Automation to design and develop stable, repeatable test
environments
Own significant features in production releases and actively support field
requests & escalations
Actively maintain architectural roadmap for the products in close partnership
with product & cross functional engineering leadership
Research, requirements, architecture, and development of cross-platform
multi-domain modular scalable architecture for implantable devices
Create an architectural vision and while being able to implement the vision in
an agile, fast moving environment
Designs an architecture that implements best practices in privacy and security
and meeting healthcare requirements for worldwide regulations, FDA, TUV
etc
Assesses complex technical challenges, defines the solution applications
required to operationalize the business imperatives
Works with cross-functional teams, product management, development,
quality and operations to architect innovative operating alternatives that form
the overall operating strategy and business architecture

Example of Senior Staff Software Architect Job
Description
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Ability to work independently and lead new initiatives towards agreed-upon
goals
Experienced in production software, preferably in distributed, networking
and operating system focused client/agents/VPNs/SDKs
Expert level knowledge in Networking and Operating systems, with
experience in multi-threading, Socket & IO Programming, security protocol
stacks
Cross platform experience, with expert level knowledge in at least one of
iOS, Android or Windows with a focus on the OS security model
A career path which demonstrates diverse platforms/technologies will attract
our attention
Experience with some platform native programming (Objective
C/Java/C#/C++) expected


